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ABSTRACT. I propose here a new concept of information based on two relevant aspects of its
expression. The first related to the undeniable fact that the expression of information modifies
the physical state of its receiver. The second to the arbitrariness of such physical changes. In
fact, these changes are not deducible from physical laws but from a code established arbitrarily.
Thus, physical information is proposed here as the capacity of producing arbitrary changes. Once
defined physical information from this physical point of view, I deduce some basic properties of
informed systems. These properties (renewal, self-reproducing, evolution, diversification) are
immediately recognized as the attributes most characteristic of living beings, the only natural
informed systems we know. I also propose here a double evaluation of information. The former
is an absolute measure of the physical effects of its expression based on Einstein’s probability.
The second is a functional measure based on the probability that an informed systems attain a
given objective as consequence of the expression of its information.
1. INTRODUCTION
In scientific literature, especially in Biology, the word information is used with different mean-
ings [26], although only one of them, the probabilistic (Shannon’s information), has been devel-
oped in terms of what could be called a scientific theory. Among these meaning (probabilistic,
algorithmic, semantic, functional, etc) almost never appears the physical aspects I will try to de-
velop here: information as the physical capacity of the carrier systems of modifying the physical
state of the receiver systems (what Kppers called the pragmatic aspect of information [37]).
As far as one can deduce from recent revisions of related subjects [20, 22, 35, 53, 65, 74,
77] there is no formal study of this undeniable physical capacity of the information carrier
systems. Although some ideas more or less related to physical information can be found in the
appropriate literature. Among other examples, I will point out the following:
(1) Kant’s assumption that there exist in living organisms a forming force with organi-
zational capacity, which self-propagates and cannot be explained in terms of simple
mechanisms [33].
(2) Wolpert’s positional information, referring to the spatial position of the system’s com-
ponents, which is used in determining the pattern of cellular differentiation [76].
(3) Configurational information related to the configurational microstates of the system
[71].
(4) Margalef’s suggestion of linking information to other physical properties of the Uni-
verse, being a property of whatever thing formed by different particles [44].
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(5) Finally, Stonier work [65], where information is proposed as another essential con-
stituent of the Universe together with matter and energy.
Stonier defines information as the capacity to organize a system or to maintain it in an organized
state. But he does not take into account the arbitrariness of the established codes between the
carriers and the receivers, which is proposed here as the essential feature of information. In
addition, Stonier uses the term organization as equivalent to order, which is very debatable
[74, 75].
The discussion that follows will begin by analyzing the inappropriateness of Shannon infor-
mation and algorithmic information for the study of the physical effects of the expression of
information. Immediately after it will be demonstrated that it is possible to consider certain as-
pects of the physical nature of the carrier systems in order to define a new concept of (physical)
information based on the capacity of modifying the physical state of the receiver systems. Once
defined this new concept of physical information, the physico-mathematical formalism will be
applied to it, deriving as consequence the basic properties of informed systems. These proper-
ties are immediately recognized as the most characteristic attributes of living systems. In this
way, physical information introduces in Physics a concept which is so strange to it as usual in
biology: the concept of function [74]. Physical information reveals itself as the nexus of union
between Physics and Functional Biology, which, until now, maintain a certain mutual isolation
[72]. The discussion will finish by proposing a double measure, physical and functional, of
information. The latter with an undoubtable evolutionary interest.
2. SHANNON INFORMATION
Shannon information theory was developed by Hartley, Shannon and Weaver in order to analyze
the efficience of the transmission of electronic signals [61]. Shannon information measures the
rarity of the messages formed by a certain number of symbols, each one with an occurrence
probability of pi. According to Shannon-Weaver’s expression, the quantity of information per
symbol (h) is given by:
h = −
k∑
i=1
pilg2(pi) bits (1)
Once the quantity h has been calculated, we can immediately calculate the amount of informa-
tion (H) of any message formed by n of such symbols:
H = nh (2)
Shannon information has been used with many different purposes in biology. For example, it
has been applied to analyze nucleotide sequences [11, 24], biological adaptation [14], biological
diversity [42, 43], ecological networks [67, 68], quantitative ecology [2], even to establish the
fundamentals of biological evolution [12].
The biological success of Shannon information is probably due to the mathematical analogy
between expression (1) and Boltzmann-Gibbs’ expression for statistical entropy. For certain
authors, this mathematical analogy makes the consideration of information as a form of entropy
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(or viceversa) legitimate, and consequently, also legitimates the application of entropy laws
to information, specifically the second law of thermodynamics. The validity of this supposed
analogy between information and entropy, and therefore that of its corresponding biological
applications, has been seriously contested [6, 18, 27, 31, 61, 66, 74, 73].
What is not debatable is the lack of semantic value of Shannon information. In effect, from
equation (2) it immediately follows that all messages of equal length have the same quantity of
information, i.e. the same number of bits. Shannon information has not physical significance
either, since different messages with the same Shannon information will produce, in general,
different effects in the receiver. Or in other words, Shannon information does not distinguishes
among messages that produce different physical effects.
Let us consider a biological example. The gene that codes the cytochrome c in Rhodopseu-
domonas palustris has 342 nucleotides. Therefore there could exist 4432 different genes with
the same Shannon information as it. Most of these genes would produce proteins with differ-
ent functional abilities from that of the cytochrome c. Moreover, there could also exist a huge
number of genes with different Shannon information whose products would be functionally
equivalent to the considered cytochrome c. For example, the gene that codes the cytochrome c
in Pseudomonas mendocina has 516 bits while that of Rhodopseudomonas palustris has 684.
In consequence, from the point of view of the functional ability of proteins the number of bits
of their coding genes is absolutely irrelevant.
Similar conclusions may be obtained from algorithmic information, for which the informa-
tion content of a message m is equalled to the number of bits of the shortest universal computer
programme that, when executed, yields as output the message m in question [79]. In this case,
the lack of semantic and functional value can be immediately deduced from the enormous num-
ber of programs withe the same number of bits, but producing different outputs.
Certain authors consider that although Shannon information measurement is not related to
meanings, it is sufficient to assume that meanings exist, even though they are inaccessible to
us as external observers [2]. However, even when the meaning is inaccessible to us, the phys-
ical changes produced in the receiver as consequence of the expression of information can be
observed and also measured. The problem is that, in spite of certain attempts [65], we do not
yet have a theory of physical information. We do not even have a formal definition of physical
information.
Thus, we should speculate how this situation affects our understanding of life. Since living
beings are the result of the physical changes produced through the expression of the appropri-
ate information on the appropriate receiver, can we expect to understand their physical nature
without a theory of physical information? Can we expect to explain life leaving aside one of its
most singular attributes. It does not seem probable. On the other hand, as we will immediately
see, the consideration of the physical aspects of information does not pose serious difficulties.
3. PHYSICAL INFORMATION
As is well known, the information of a structural gene is expressed by means of the cellular
apparatus of translation, provoking a physical change in its cytoplasmic receiver (basically by
converting a group of free amino-acids in a peptidical chain). I will use this physical capacity
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of genes as a reference in order to construct the definition of physical information. For this, it
seems convenient to recall the following well established facts:
(1) The physical changes produced in the cytoplasm by the expression of genes are arbitrary,
i.e. they cannot be directly deduced from physical laws, but from a code established, at
least partially, in an arbitrary way.
(2) The process of translation is always the same, independently of the translated sequence.
(3) A given sequence of nucleotides always produces the same change in the cytoplasmic
receiver.
(4) By simply changing the nucleotide sequence, different changes in the cytoplasm will be
obtained.
(5) Genes are expressed again and again, while their nucleotide sequences do not undergo
any modification due to the expression process.
It is undeniable that genes have the strange capacity of changing the physical state of their cy-
toplasmic receivers in many different ways, although by the same basic process. Ii is obviously
about a physical capacity, since the changes produced by them are of this nature. We also know
that this capacity is base on a configurational attribute of genes: their sequences of nucleotides.
From a physical point of view, attention should be paid to the arbitrariness of such changes,
i.e. to the fact that the changes cannot be deduced from physical laws, they cannot be predicted
without the knowledge of the genetic code. This is a truly outstanding fact that, in my opinion,
states the essential difference between carrier and non-carrier information systems. In effect,
whilst it is theoretically possible to express the behaviour of the latter in terms of mathematical
equations deduced from the physical laws driving their evolution, it is not possible to do the
same with the former: in this case we would also need to know the arbitrary code that determines
the changes in the receiver.
This ability of genes, as strange as it might be, is real (genes do exist). Undoubtedly, it de-
serves to be somehow termed, and it seems adequate to do so by using the expression physical
information. This is what I will propose in the following discussion, where I will try to gen-
eralize and formalize these suggestions. I will not use certain terms (like order, organization,
complexity) that may appear to be appropriate in the subsequent discussion for two reasons.
The first because they are not necessary to the very discussion. The second because, although
they are usual terms, they are used with different meanings [74]. Consequently, I would have to
justify my own selection of meanings, adding unnecessary debates. On the contrary, the terms
”system” and ”configuration” will be used with the maximum generality. As is usual in thermo-
dynamics, I will use the term system to refer to any arbitrarily defined part of the universe, and
the term configuration in order to refer to the spatial disposition of the arbitrarily defined parts
of a system. I will also use the term multi-configurational to refer to systems with the capacity
of exhibiting different configurations with the same components. We are now in the appropriate
situation to propose the following:
Definition 1. Physical information is the capacity of producing arbitrary changes.
The systems that manifest this capacity will be termed carriers, while receivers will be those
that undergo the changes. Although it it possible that both systems might be independent from
one another (although with a communication channel between them), here I will deal only
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with carriers and receivers integrated in only one system that I will term informed system. The
decision is not capricious, not only because this is the case for living organisms, but also for
reasons of feasibility [70] and of stability (see below the origin of information). I will use the
term expression to refer to the set of interactions between the carrier and the receiver of which
results the change of state of the latter. Finally, I will term apparatus of translation to the
receiver components that carry out these interactions. From now on, and whenever there is no
confusion, I will use the term information to refer to the physical information that a I have just
defined.
The above definition states arbitrariness as the most outstanding characteristic of the changes
produced by information. This is quite clear in human language, where the lack of physico-
chemical relations between a word and its designed object is so evident [59]. The same ap-
plies to genetic language. The affinity preferences between codons and their corresponding
amino acid found experimentally are not sufficient as to explain the establishment of the genetic
code ([1], [15] and references therein, [35], [49] and references therein). Both the existence of
homonymous codes [3, 9, 36, 58] and the distance separating the anticodon site from the site
where aminoacids bind tRNA, support this experimental conclusion [35]. Although some ini-
tial prebiotic interactions, probably hydrophobic ([1] and references therein), between groups of
codons and groups of aminoacids could exist, it seems clear that at least a certain arbitrariness
has remained frozen in the genetic code. On the other hand, the following formal deduction of
the physical properties of informed systems is independent of the grade of arbitrariness, pro-
vided that this grade may not be null.
4. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF INFORMED SYSTEMS
As with all physical capacity, information must also be based on some physical attribute of
its carrier system. Since arbitrary changes are determined by an arbitrary code rather than
by physical laws, an attribute capable of producing arbitrary changes must comply with the
following requirements:
(1) It must be capable of producing different changes in the receiver by the same type of
process. Otherwise the changes would not be arbitrary but determined by physical laws.
(2) It must be multiconfigurational of wide range, otherwise it could not be the physical
support of the enormous information diversity.
(3) Its different configurational states must have the ability of producing different physical
changes in the receiver, while the same configurational state will always produce the
same change.
(4) Arbitrariness requires that the current correspondence between the carriers’ configura-
tional states and the receiver physical changes be not the only possible.
(5) It must be a stable attribute with respect to the expression processes. If not, information
would be destroyed and would have to be created continually.
These conditions imply the following
Proposition 1. Information carrier systems must be multiconfigurational and stable in the face
of the expression processes.
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The carrier configurational attribute on which information is based, would not be operative if its
different configurational states do not have the opportunity of being originated approximately
with the same probability. However, it is not necessary that these configurational changes have
to occur in any special sequence nor in any special way. It is sufficient that they are occasionally
produced. It is enough therefore, that such changes may be originated through sporadic and
random interactions between the carrier and its environments. Thus, we can state the following:
Proposition 2. Information carrier systems must have access to their different configurational
states at least through random interactions with their environment.
In natural systems, arbitrariness can only arise from the fixation of randomly selected processes.
In consequence, since the very fixation is an irreversible process, it can only occur in removed
from thermodynamic equilibrium systems. Therefore, informed systems must be produced
and maintained away from equilibrium. This circumstance requires the continuous supply of
energy, which in turn demands that informed systems have to be of a non isolated nature, with
the ability of maintaining energetic interchanges with their environment. In addition to import
energy the maintenance of a non equilibrium steady state also requires that the system export to
its surroundings all the entropy that its irreversible processes inevitably produce. Accordingly,
we can state the following:
Proposition 3. Informed systems must be of a non isolated nature, able to maintain their non
equilibrium states by interchanging energy and entropy with their environments.
This necessity of interchanging energy and entropy involves the nature of the environment in the
maintenance of informed systems. As we will see next, some of the most interesting properties
of informed systems are derived from this circumstance. In order to deduce them, the following
discussion about the stability of removed from equilibrium systems is necessary.
Consider any system with the ability stated in Proposition 3. The phenomenological rela-
tionships (Fi) linking the flows (Ji) of matter and energy with their generalized driving forces
(Xi):
Ji = Fi(X1, X2, . . .Xn) (3)
are generally non lineal, and therefore very sensitive to small variations in the intensity of the
forces. On the other hand, the stability conditions for non equilibrium steady states are given
by:
δ2S < 0 (4)
d(δ2S)
dt
≥ 0 (5)
where δ2S denotes the excess of entropy [25]. Internal fluctuations around a non equilibrium
steady state arise in the system with a probability:
P = eδ
2S/2K (6)
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where K is Boltzmann’s constant. While conditions 4 and 5 hold, all small fluctuations in the
intensity of the forces are damped down and the system recovers its steady state. Otherwise,
any small fluctuation can be amplified and the system may spontaneously evolve to another
macroscopic state, including the equilibrium one.
Equation 5 represents the dynamic factor’s contribution to stability, such as the rate at which
matter and energy are supplied to the system. Because of environmental fluctuations, varia-
tions of these energetic material supplies are unavoidable. Some of these variations may be the
cause for which equation 5 no longer holds, and consequently the cause for which the system
becomes unstable, sensitive to small fluctuations. Let pi(t) be the probability for an environ-
mental fluctuation to occur during a time t causing a change in the flow Ji that the system decays
to equilibrium. The fluctuating behaviour of nature allow us to state that:
pi(t) > 0 (7)
d(pi(t))
dt
> 0 (8)
Hence, the self-maintaining probability P (t) of an informed system sustained at the expense of
n of these matter and energy flows may be written as:
P (t) =
n∑
i=1
[1− pi(t)] (9)
and according to (8):
dP (t)
dt
= −
n∑
i=1
dpi(t)
dt
n∑
j=1
(1− pj, j 6=i(t)) < 0 (10)
i.e. P (t) decreases with time, and we cannot ensure the permanence of any informed system
over sufficiently long periods of time. Moreover, if dpi(t)/dt are not decreasing functions -and
there is no reason to assume that they are- then it can be easily shown that d2P (t)/dt2 > 0,
which means that P (t) decreases exponentially with time. In conclusion, we cannot ensure the
existence of natural informed systems.
The only way to solve this situation is to assume that informed systems have self-replicating
ability. This is not a strange capacity: living beings are self-replicating systems, and they are
not the only possible ones [32]. Let us assume the existence of x self-replicating systems at a
given time t, we can write the following demographic equation:
xn+1 = rpxn (11)
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where xn+1 and xn denote the number of systems of two successive generations; r the replica-
tion rate (the number of copies per system); and p the probability that the system achieve its
replication. The maintenance of the number of systems of the group requires that:
xn+1 = xn (12)
and therefore that:
rp = 1 (13)
whence:
r > 1 (14)
since p < 1. Thus, we can state the following:
Proposition 4. It is only possible to ensure the existence of informed systems of a self-replicating
nature with a replication rate greater than 1.
Evidently, self-replicating requires the use of environmental materials for the production of
copies. That is to say, self-replicating systems must be open systems, being able to maintain
exchanges not only of energy but also of matter wit their surroundings. From now on, I will
deal only with these self-replicating informed systems.
Let us term generation renewal time (tg) as the time lapsed between two successive replica-
tions of the components of a group of informed systems. Since environmental fluctuations occur
with a high irregular frequency, not all the interval tg will be equally favorable for replication.
In other words, the replication probability depends on the considered period of time. Let
xn+1 = rpxn (15)
rp = 1 (16)
be the demographic equations of a group of informed systems, p being referred to any period
of time tg. At less favorable periods, the replication probability pL will be smaller than p and,
consequently, the number of systems will decrease:
xn+1 = rpLxn < xn (17)
since
rpL < rp = 1 (18)
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At more favorable periods, we will have the opposite situation (pM > p) and the number of
systems increases:
xn+1 = rpMxn > xn (19)
since now
rpM > rp = 1 (20)
If the recovery is not sufficient the group may be extinguished after a seres of unfavorable
periods. Therefore the only groups which ensure their maintenance are those for which rp > 1
most of the time. But in this type of system a new class of interaction appears. In fact, let N0
be the initial number of informed systems of one of these groups. At the end of k favorable
consecutive generations the number of elements of the group will be:
Nk = (rp)
kN0; rp > 1 (21)
The above exponential growth in the number of systems would also demand an exponential
growth of the environmental material and energetic resources, which is impossible. Thus, the
limitation of environmental resources imposes restrictions in the number of systems of the
group, and therefore, the appearance of demographic competitive interactions: in many gen-
erations more copies are formed than can be sustained by the environment. Consequently, we
come to:
Proposition 5. Informed systems are liable to undergo extinctions and demographic competi-
tive interactions.
Let us consider now any group of informed systems. In general, the carriers of different sys-
tems of the group will exhibit different configurational states that, we can assume, have been
produced by simple random interactions with their environment. Naturally, the only possible
configurational states of the carriers will be those which produce changes in the receivers com-
patible with their necessity for maintenance and replication. But not all of them will be equally
efficient in relation to such activities. Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that our group
is formed by two types of systems, A and B, so that their respective replication probabilities
verify:
pB < pA (22)
Let Ak and Ak+1 be the number of A-systems in two successive generations. Its relative varia-
tion rate (dA) can be written as:
dA =
Ak+1 −Ak
Ak
; Ak > 0 (23)
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and taking into account that:
Ak+1 = rpAAk (24)
we can write:
dA =
rpAAk − Ak
Ak
(25)
= rpA − 1 (26)
Similarly, for B-systems we come to:
dB = rpB − 1 (27)
Finally, from (22) it follows that:
dB = rpB − 1 < rpA − 1 = dA (28)
which means the relative increase of A-systems with respect to B-systems. And consequently,
the increase of the average replication probability of the whole group. Note that this increase
does not depend on the demographic state of the group, which may be stationary or variable.
Therefore, we can state the following:
Proposition 6. Informed systems continually increase their replication probability, until reach-
ing the maximum value compatible with their environmental conditions.
The above proposition states the existence of a directional, evolutionary process in informed
systems. In reality, this proposition is a physical and formalized version of Darwin’s Principle
of Natural Selection.
Finally, we will consider the anisotropy of the natural environment. That is to say, the qual-
itative and quantitative differences in its properties. These differences allow us to consider the
natural environment as formed by a set of mosaics differentiated by some properties which
are significant from the point of view of the maintenance and replication of informed systems.
Now, all we have to do is to apply Proposition 6 to the systems of each one of these mosaics,
thus deducing that he changes which contribute to increase the replication probability of the
systems under the particular conditions of each mosaic are to be propagated. We thus have the
following:
Proposition 7. The environmental anisotropy produces the diversification of informed systems.
It seems appropriate now to make a brief re´sume´ and an evaluation of the results obtained
until this point. We have proposed a definition of physical information and we have applied to
it the physco-mathematical formalism. By doing so, we have deduced the most basic physical
properties of informed systems, that can be resumed in the following way. Informed systems:
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(1) have multiconfigurational carriers, which undergo changes in their configurational states.
(2) are open systems, capable of interchanging matter, energy and entropy with their envi-
ronment.
(3) are self-replicating systems, with a replication rate greater than one.
(4) are exposed to undergo extinctions and competitive interactions.
(5) suffers evolutionary processes.
(6) suffers diversification processes.
FIGURE 1. Living beings as informed system: operating and evolution
It is obvious to recognize in these properties the most significant attributes of living beings,
which are the only natural systems we know of (Figure 1). Although no new property of living
beings has been discovered here, the method used to obtain them is a significant novelty: the
physico-mathematical formalism applied to a definition of information that consider it as a
physical entity rather than a theoretical one.
In spite of the conflict that may result from proposing the existence of a new physical entity,
in the case of information the only thing is to do it. Living organisms exist and, in effect, their
genes show the capacity that we have defined as physical information. In addition, the proposed
definition is very close to that of energy (the capacity of producing changes), the only significant
difference being the arbitrariness of the changes produced by information in the face of the
physical determinism of the energetic changes. Information could be really considered as a sort
of energy, which arises in system removed from thermodynamic equilibrium, as a consequence
of the fixation of certain randomly selected processes. To compensate, this new physical concept
will allow us that living organisms no longer be these historical objects so strange to physics
[10, 51, 55, 57, 56]. It will also allow the development of the physico-mathematical formalism
necessary in my opinion, to end once and for ll the controversy permanently rooted in the
very foundations of evolutionary biology [19, 28, 40, 63, 69]. In addition to the qualitative
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explanations, we will immediately see that it is also possible to obtain quantitative results related
to the physical and functional effects of information.
5. INFORMATION AND FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY
The concept of function is related to the activity of certain systems such artificial machines or
living beings. It can be considered as the objective or purpose that the system has to attain.
Although it can also be considered as the activity developed in order to attain the objective
in question (functional activity). Here, I will use the term with the maximum generality: a
function will be any arbitrarily defined purpose. In natural nonliving objects, there is no sense
is speculating about their objective or purposes, since they are nothing more than the products
of the evolution of the universe under the driving force of physical laws. For this reason, the
concept of function does not belong to the lexicon of physics [74]. As we will see, in the case
of an informed system there are objectives or functions for which it makes sense to speculate.
In effect, we already know that informed systems have arbitrary characteristics (which are
produced by the joint action of the random modifications of the carriers and the arbitrary inter-
actions between the carriers and the receivers). Although these characteristics are not deducible
from physical laws, they are the same laws which determine their permanence or extinction.
Because they are those which govern the behavior of the natural environment where informed
systems try self-maintaining and self-replicating, and those which impose restriction to the very
physico-chemical processes involved in such activities of maintenance and replication. One can
say that physical laws put to test the arbitrary attributes of informed systems. It makes sense,
therefore, to ask whether a given informed system will reach the objective of its own replica-
tion. The answer is not obvious, and the lack of obviousness justifies the physical consideration
of the concept of function and that of functional activity. So, informed systems introduce in
Physics these concepts so typically biological.
Naturally, each function will be attained from a certain state of the system, which in turn will
be the result of the expression of its information. In this way it will be possible to evaluate infor-
mation from the point of view of the functional ability of the system. From a practical point of
view, it may be interesting to decompose a complex function (as presumably is self-replicating)
in an ordered series of subfunctions, each one of them attained from a certain state of the sys-
tem, which in turn results from the expression of a certain ”fragment” of information. For this
to be possible, the system has to be able -as occurs in living beings- to express an ordered
series of fragments of information, which does not add any new difficulty of its functioning.
It is sufficient to consider -again as in living organisms- the appropriate interactions between
certain components of the receiver and certain special fragments of information (metainfor-
mation) [7, 41, 54], which, finally, will determine the expression of the adequate fragment of
information.
6. PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF INFORMATION
As I have repeatedly said, the expression of information modifies the state of its receivers sys-
tems. Next, I will propose a way of measuring the intensity of these modifications. Statistical
thermodynamics provides us with the appropriate grounds for such an objective. In effect, as
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is well known, a change in the state of a system involves a change in the number of its com-
patible microstates. Thus we can estimate the physical effects of information in terms of the
variation in the number of such microstates suffered by the system because of the expression of
its information.
Consider two macrostates of an informed system. The first that of thermodynamic equilib-
rium, the second the resulting from the expression of its information. Let We and Wi be the
number of microstates which are respectively compatible with such macrostates. I will define
the measurement of physical information, Ω, as:
Ω = ln
(
We
Wi
)
(29)
The quantity Ω is a dimensionless measurement that represents the decreasing rate in the number
of microstates caused by the expression of information. In other words, it represents the degree
of removal from thermodynamic equilibrium caused by information (it could be said to be the
degree of ”informization”). It is immediate to express Ω in terms of entropy variations. Indeed,
according to Boltzmann’s equation we can write:
Se = K lnWe (30)
Si = K lnWi (31)
where Se and Si denote the system entropy at the considered conditions, and K is Boltzmann’s
constant. From (30) and (31) we immediately come to:
∆S = Si − Se = K ln
(
Wi
We
)
(32)
hence:
We
Wi
= e(−∆S/K) = P−1 (33)
where P is Einstein’s probability, which is the probability for a fluctuation to arise in a system
at equilibrium, originating the change ∆S in the entropy of the system. According to (33) we
can write (29) as:
Ω =
−∆S
K
(34)
or:
Ω = − lnP (35)
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since Ω is a dimensionless quantity, we can define ay arbitrary unit of measurement. For in-
stance, we can define the physical information unit (pit) as the quantity of information for which
Wi = 1/2We. That is:
1 pit = ln
(
We
(1/2)We
)
= ln 2 (36)
Therefore (34) and (35) can be rewritten as:
Ω = −
∆S
K
ln 2 pits (37)
and:
Ω = − lg2 P pits (38)
Note that the physical meaning of Ω is not debatable: it has been defined explicitly in terms of
entropy variations.
As is to be expected, the values of P in living organisms are extremely small. For instance,
in the case of Escherichia coli the probability of a living microstate is in the order of 10−1011 =
10−100000000000 [50]. The changes in entropy ∆S can be estimated, at least for single unicellular
organisms, by micro-calorimetry [39] (an estimate of −3.35 × 10−12JK−1 in the variation
of entropy during the process of the formation of a cell was found empirically by Lurie´ and
Wagensberg; accordingly, the quantity Ω involved in the process would be of 3.5× 1011 pits).
In addition to measuring the global effects of information, we can measure the partial effects
of the expression of a given fragment of information. We can use the same definition (29):
Ω12 = ln
(
W1
W2
)
(39)
W1 and W2 now denoting the number of microstates of the receiver before and after, respec-
tively, the expression of the considered information.
The measure of physical information we have just defined, although interesting from the
theoretical point of view, has no functional value. In fact, due to the arbitrariness of the changes
that information produces in its receiver, many of them can produce the same variations in the
number of microstates (the same Ω) but very different functional abilities in the receiver. On the
other hand, it is easy to establish a functional measurement of information, which could also be
interesting form the semantic point of view. For this we need to know the function for which
information is evaluated. In fact, let u be any function defined for an informed system, and let
p be the probability of achieving this function once expressed the information I on a certain
receiver state. I will define the functional measure, φ of I as:
φ = f(p) (40)
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where f is a type C2 (continuous function whose first and second derivatives are also continu-
ous) real function defined on [0, 1] such as:
f(p) = 0⇔ p = 0 (41)
f ′(p) > 0, ∀p ∈ [0, 1] (42)
which states that φ increases strictly as the probability p of attaining the function in question
increases. Due to the extremely complex non-lineal dynamics of nature, it seems reasonable
to assign an infinite value to the measurement φ which corresponds to the information capable
of assuring the attainment of the function u in any possible environmental conditions (p = 1).
Thus, we might also require:
f(1) =∞ (43)
f”(p) > 0 (44)
Any mathematical function satisfying (41) and (42) could be used to measure functional infor-
mation. I propose the following:
φ =
p
1− p
(45)
which also satisfies (43) and (44). The quantity φ is a dimensionless measurement too, thus we
can define any arbitrary unit for it. For instance we can define the functional information unit
(fit) as the quantity φ for which p = 1/2. That is to say:
1 fit = f(1/2) = 1/2
1− 1/2
= 1 (46)
therefore:
φ =
p
1− p
fits (47)
From the empirical point of view, the functional measurement of information results are much
more interesting than the physical one. For living beings, beside the basic function of self-
reproducing, many other biological functions can be used to evaluate their genetic information
in the quantitative, probabilistic terms we have just defined.
7. THE ORIGIN OF INFORMATION
Although it is not an objective of this paper, it seems appropriate to make some considerations
on the origin of information. As is to be expected, this question is equivalent to that of the
origin of life from the perspective of physical information. I will simply show that this new
perspective does not add any new problem.
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Let us begin by asking ourselves about the possible nature of the carrier and the receiver sys-
tems. The same quantum-mechanical reasons from which Schro¨dinger derives the molecular
nature of its ”aperiodic crystals” [60], will serve us to deduce the molecular nature of the carrier
systems. In effect, only molecules could reach the size, variety and stability required by a mul-
ticonfigurational system. Carrier molecules have to be able to acquire different equiprobable
configurations, and hence they have to be formed by at lest two different components with the
appropriate binding ability so as to constitute the carrier in question. These components can-
not be individual atoms simply because different atoms will bind to one another with different
bonds, which is incompatible with the required equiprobability of the resulting arrangements.
The components must be molecules able to form at least two equivalent chemical bonds al-
lowing equiprobable configurations. That is to say, they have to be copolymers made up of
two or more different types of monomers, the sequence of such monomers being the multicon-
figurational attribute upon which the carrier capacity we have termed physical information is
based.
Consequently, the receivers must also consist of molecules, which should be sensitive to the
different carrier sequences, in the sense that their different states must be arbitrarily determined
by the sequence of carrier monomers, rather than by any type of spatial complementarity or
physico-chemical affinity between them. One way for this to be possible is that the receiver be
also formed by copolymers. In these circumstances the process of expression would consist of
translating the sequence of carrier monomers into a sequence of receivers monomers through an
arbitrary code and an appropriate molecular apparatus of translation. Thus, the first problem we
have to deal with is about the origin of such monomers and polymers. This is a classical problem
in protobiogenesis on which important researches exist, whose conclusions can be reviewed in
any of the numerous text devoted to the subject (for instance [13], [17], [22], [47], [23], [30],
[52], [53]). In summarizing, we can recall that such molecules could have been formed, with
more or less probability, on the early Earth.
Once the polymers were available, the appropriate interactions among them had to settle
down so as to become living (informed) systems. We can separate these interactions into two
different groups: catalytic interactions driving the process of carrier replication; and informed
interactions consisting in the translation of the carrier monomer sequence into the receiver one.
Both types of interactions are being studied intensely at present. There are several models for
the first type of interaction, among them the model of hypercycles [21, 20] and the model of
autocatalytic sets of catalytic polymers [35]. The main problem of the second type of interaction
is the origin of the genetic code, for which there are some interesting suggestions, such as those
of Crick [16] and Bedian [8]. Many of these investigations reveal the astonishing emergent
properties of systems subjected to iterative processes, including the emergence of stabilizing
attractors in systems whose components suffer iterative cycles of mutual interactions [4, 5, 29,
34, 38, 45, 46, 62, 64, 78]. All these suggest an origin of living (informed) system more expected
[35] than miraculous [48]. Thus we can conclude that the origin of life, and consequently that of
physical information, although still unsolved, is a scientific question rather than a metaphysical
one.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The consideration of information as the capacity of producing arbitrary changes is not only
necessary (genes do exist and they show just that ability) but also productive: it allows to deduce
in a formal way the most significant attributes of living beings. Thus, information introduces in
Physics a property so strange to the non-living world as genuine in living ones: arbitrariness.
By the simple consideration of this property, life can be explained in physical terms. As we
have just seen, present day researches on the origin and evolution of life suggest more and more
that living (informed) systems, rather than a miracle of chance, are expected consequences of
physical laws. Life seems to be nothing more than random and arbitrariness under the effects
of physical laws.
We have also seen how the physical effects of information can be doubly evaluated. On the
one hand it is possible, at least theoretically, to estimate the intensity of the changes suffered
by the receiver in terms of entropy variations. On the other hand, it is also possible to evaluate
in probabilistic terms its functional capacity. That is to say, its ability to reach a given objec-
tive. The proposed functional measurement of information is of practical use and may be of
evolutionary interest, since it allows us to evaluate quantitatively genetic information.
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